Industry Snapshots: UK Hedge Funds

Description: An industry report of the hedge fund industry in the United Kingdom is presented, with topics including media releases, latest research, and the leading companies including Schroders, Aberdeen Asset Management, Brevan Howard, Odey Asset Management and others.

This report provides the latest news on the UK hedge funds industry and its leading companies, such as Brevan Howard, Man Investments, BlackRock, BlueCrest Capital Management, Lansdowne Partners, Winton Capital Management, GAM, Transtrend, Sloane Robinson, Henderson Global Investors, Citadel, Och-Ziff, Spinnaker Capital, COMAC Capital, Jabre Capital Partners, Capula Global, Cheyne Capital, Marshall Wace, CQS Management, Aspect Capital, Odey Asset Management, BlueBay Asset Management, and Gottex Fund Management, as well as an overview of new research, valuable industry background, and news and financial data. It also provides key news from the market's major regulators and industry associations, such as the Alternative Investment Management Association.

Industry SnapShots keep our subscribers and readers informed about top financial and business developments in a range of industries around the globe. Each report is updated weekly, containing the latest business or industry developments, financial results, corporate news, industry research and in-depth industry overviews.

Our coverage includes fast growing and broad industries such as China's banking sector, India's information technology sector, but also more niche sectors like China's biotechnology sector and Australia's vanadium industry. We also cover major industries in developed economies, such as the United States pharmaceutical and armaments industries.
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